FIG — GYMNASTICS

SUBMISSION PROCESS

The IOC has set up a new tool for items to be reviewed and offer assistance. The new Uniform Submission tool is now live on RELAY, where uniforms can be submitted to the IOC for review. If you are an NOC who does not have access to RELAY and needs access to submit the uniforms, please email nocnet@olympic.org.

As in previous Games, while the process is not mandatory for this sport, it is still highly encouraged to submit uniform for review to minimise any possible Games time issues. Once a submission has been made through the IOC’s online submission tool, NOCs will be notified of the “reviewed” or “non-compliant” status of their submitted items. No additional obligatory submission process required by the IF, section 14 of the General Guidelines applies.

01 MEN ATHLETE FRONT

Identification of the Manufacturer

Clothing
- Shorts/Pants | Shirt/Singlet | Tracksuit/Jacket | Leotard | Leotard with skirt | Unitard
  One Identification of the Manufacturer (I) per clothing item will be permitted, to a maximum size of 30cm².

Sport Equipment
- Wrist band | Wrist protection | Grips
  One Identification of the Manufacturer (I) per item will be permitted, to a maximum size of 6cm².
- Socks
  One Identification of the Manufacturer will be permitted, to a maximum size of 10cm².

Product Technology Identification

Clothing
- Shorts/Pants | Shirt/Singlet | Tracksuit/Jacket | Leotard | Leotard with skirt | Unitard
  One additional Product Technology Identification (P) will be permitted per clothing item, with a maximum size of 10cm².

ACCESSORIES

- Eyewear
  May carry the Identification of the Manufacturer as generally used on products sold through the retail trade during the period of 6 months or more prior to the Games, with the identifications permitted on the lenses so long as such identifications are tone-on-tone, engraved into the lens, and is not deemed as conspicuous by the IOC.
- Towel
  No Identification of the Manufacturer will be permitted.
- Bag
  One Identification of the Manufacturer per item will be permitted, not greater than 10% of the surface area of the item, to a maximum size of 60cm².

SHOES/FOOTWEAR

- Shoes
  All footwear items may carry the Identification of the Manufacturer as generally used on products sold through the retail trade during the period of 6 months or more prior to the Games.

NOC Emblem and National Identity

Additional IF Specifications

Section 05
Third Party Identifications (athlete names)
No names of athletes allowed on items, section 8 of the General Guidelines applies.

Section 07
NOC Emblems and National Identity
All competitors who participate in competition must wear an identification of their country/territory in the form of a flag (in official colors) or the country name (IOC abbreviation or in full) [ ] and may not exceed the maximum overall area of 80cm² and must cover a minimum overall area of 30cm². A national emblem, NOC emblem, or crest, if the country/territory has one, or its coat of arms may be worn, but only in addition to the flag or country/territory name [ ], and with the same maximum size requirement.

The uniform may be designed in the national colours and portray clearly the national identity, as long as a flag or country name (abbreviated or in full) is included. The identification can be in the form of a patch, crystals, screen print or other method, and must be sewn-on or affixed to prevent removal during competition.

Such emblems may appear as follows:

Men’s singlet
Anywhere on the front or side, ensuring aesthetic presentation.

During the Qualification competition of the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games, the additional individual gymnasts from a NOC with a qualified team must wear a distinctively different colour singlet (MAG) and leotard (WAG) than the gymnasts participating in the team event.

The national identification on the warm-up suit is not regulated, but should be reasonable and in good taste in keeping with other rules as specified.
All General Principles apply unless expressly mentioned otherwise hereafter (in particular in relation to size, frequency or location). Please refer to the "Identifications on NOC Team Apparel Practical Guidelines", and General Guidelines (released Summer 2023) to obtain the general principles of Authorised Identifications on NOC uniforms at the Olympic Games. This section provides visual illustrations regarding the placement and size of Sport Specific Implementation for any items.

02 WOMEN ATHLETE FRONT

Identification of the Manufacturer

Clothing
- Shorts/Pants | Shirt/Singlet | Tracksuit/Jacket | Leotard | Leotard with skirt | Unitard
  One Identification of the Manufacturer [ ] per clothing item will be permitted, to a maximum size of 30cm².

Sport Equipment
- Wrist band | Wrist protection | Grips
  One Identification of the Manufacturer [ ] per item will be permitted, to a maximum size of 6cm².
- Socks
  One Identification of the Manufacturer will be permitted, to a maximum size of 10cm².

Accessories
- Eyewear
  May carry the Identification of the Manufacturer as generally used on products sold through the retail trade during the period of 6 months or more prior to the Games, with the Identifications permitted on the lenses so long as such Identifications are tone-on-tone, engraved into the lens, and is not deemed as conspicuous by the IOC.

- Towel
  No Identification of the Manufacturer will be permitted.

Accessories
- Bag
  One Identification of the Manufacturer per item will be permitted, not greater than 10% of the surface area of the item, to a maximum size of 60cm².

Shoes/Footwear
- Shoes
  All footwear items may carry the Identification of the Manufacturer as generally used on products sold through the retail trade during the period of 6 months or more prior to the Games.

Product Technology Identification

Clothing
- Shorts/Pants | Shirt/Singlet | Tracksuit/Jacket | Leotard | Leotard with skirt | Unitard
  One additional Product Technology Identification [ ] will be permitted per clothing item, with a maximum size of 10cm².

NOC Emblem and National Identity

Additional IF Specifications

Section 06
Third Party Identifications (athlete names)
No names of athletes allowed on items, section 8 of the General Guidelines applies.

Section 07
NOC Emblems and National Identity
All competitors who participate in competition must wear an identification of their country/territory in the form of a flag (in official colors) or the country name (IOC abbreviation or in full) [ ] and may not exceed the maximum overall area of 80cm² and must cover a minimum overall area of 30cm². A national emblem, NOC emblem, or crest, if the country/territory has one, or its coat of arms may be worn, but only in addition to the flag or country/territory name [ ], and with the same maximum size requirement.

The uniform may be designed in the national colours and portray clearly the national identity, as long as a flag or country name (abbreviated or in full) is included. The identification can be in the form of a patch, crystals, screen print or other method, and must be sewn-on or affixed to prevent removal during competition.

Such emblems may appear as follows:

Women's leotard
Anywhere on the front or on either sleeve of the leotard, ensuring aesthetic presentation.

During the Qualification competition of the 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games, the additional individual gymnasts from a NOC with a qualified team must wear a distinctively different colour singlet (MAG) and leotard (WAG) than the gymnasts participating in the team event.

The national identification on the warm-up suit is not regulated, but should be reasonable and in good taste in keeping with other rules as specified.